Industrial Pharmacist

About
Amaris is an independent and international Management and Technologies Consulting
Group created in 2007. Present in more than 45 countries and 60 offices worldwide, it
offers proximity support to its clients, wherever their locations. Amaris' added value lies
in its teams' quality, in their attention to detail, and in their commitment to always
deliver the most innovative solutions.

Consulting
We are currently looking for a critical mind to join our expert team based in Belgium.
Within Amaris, we are providing consulting to our partners. This means that we do not
only deliver technical assistance, but we also excel at providing them with advice and
innovative improvements in order to improve their business processes. Therefore we
are looking for technical experts with great interpersonal skills in order to provide state
of the art consulting.

Your role
You will join Amaris as a consultant and be part of a team coordinated by your
Manager. Together you will design technical and/or management solutions for our
clients in pharmaceutical, medical devices and biotechnology industries. You will be
present on client’s plant to work on mid and long term project in Deviation and CAPA.
As a CAPA & Deviation Coordinator you will be working in a team of consultants who
are experts in the specific field of: Pharmaceutical, Medical Devices or Biotechnology;
within these markets they have a specialization in: Quality Assurance, Deviation and
CAPA management, Quality Management System, Aseptic manufacturing, GMP
management.
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Your role as a CAPA & Deviation consultant will be to suggest corrective
actions and to identify the root causes of identified problems to prevent their
recurrence. In this position you will be responsible for a variation of CAPA &
Deviation aspects within the projects of our clients such as:








Support business unit operations teams in their Deviation and CAPA
management.
Support operations teams in the deviation management: write
deviations with the right appropriate level of quality, collect data to
perform root cause analysis using appropriate tools, assess the
deviation’s impact and the associated risk.
Identify efficient CAPA aligned with priority in order to fix problems
permanently.
Implement CAPA and check their effectiveness by performing audit.
Implement continuous improvement projects linked with root causes of
deviations: define solutions with operators, technicians and supervisors.
Carry out trend analysis on recurring problems and propose a strategy of
improvement.

Profile
You have received a university degree (Msc) or equivalent. You know the legal
requirements for pharmaceutical industry (cGMP) and have a work experience in such
environment. You are flexible, able to adapt yourself to some different process and to
take into account the various priorities of your representatives. You have an analytical
and creative mind and you are familiar with the root cause analysis tools (5M
method/Ishikawa diagram, 5 Why, process mapping). You are proactive, have good
communication skills, and are able to change people mindset in the way of efficient
working. You are proficient in English (spoken and written) and French!

What you can expect from this experience
As a first mission in consultancy, the Deviation & CAPA management project wil
provide you:




A transversal knowledge of a major company’s functional departments.
The possibility to create your own network through the numerous interactions
with experts and specific point-of-contact.
A challenge to your problem solving abilities.
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An overview of a Quality Management System with a growing importance for
health agencies.
A knowledge of different manufacturing process for parenteral drugs.

What we offer you
You will join an international consultancy group in continuous growth and with a strong
presence in Europe, America and Asia. You will have the opportunity to develop your
career as professional consultant, specialized in quality assurance, inside a sparkling
company. A company which is able to provide you rapid career growth, by participation
in projects that involves cutting-edge technologies for the main international
pharmaceutical companies. You will become part of an international employee
community across and within our offices, this will enable you to expand your
professional network. You will be offered an industry competitive remuneration
package, intensive training programs and an indefinite contract.

Apply at pcools@amaris.com
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